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WITNESS MOELLER (USPS-T36) 

MASALJSPS-T36-1. At page 18 of your testimony, you slate: 

The new costing methodology and other changes to the cost models for 

automation letters lead to significant reductions in the calculated value of 

automation compatibility. 

a. Explain what you mean b:y “reductions in the calculated value of automation 

compatibility.” 

b. Explain what “calculated value” means and describe how it is computed, 

c. When you speak of “value,” value to whom? 

d. Is there another measure of the value of automation compatibility than what 

you have referred to as “calculated value.. .7” If your answer is yes, describe that measure and 

explain whether and how the value of automation compatibility has decreased by any 

alternative measure. 

e. What “other changes to the cost models” are your referring to in your 

testimony? Explain and quantify how have they affected the value of automarion 

compatibiliry. 
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f. In your opinion, would the value of automation compatibility have decreased 

under the costing methodology used in MC95-l? If your answer is yes, describe why you 

believe this and estimate the amount of the decrease. 

MASAKJSPS-T36-2. At page 28 of your testimony, you refer to the “Postal Service’s concern 

regarding its letter automation program,” and to proposed Basic Carrier Route rates that 

“would encourage letter mailings with this density to be entered at” automation rates. Does 

not this testimony suggest that the Postal Service places a high value on mail that is presented 

in automation compatible form? Explain any “no” answer. 

MASA/USPS-T36-3. What automation rates would have been proposed if there were a 

separate automation subclass? If you cannot give precise rates in response to this question, 

describe what the impact would have been on proposed rates, quantifying as best as possible 

that impact. 


